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The point and the pseudo-arc are the only known examples
of homogeneous hereditarily indecomposable continua.

Both

of these continua are planar.
It is known that any other example must be either onedimensional (though not necessarily planar) or infinitedimensional.

In 1951, R. H. Bing [2] showed that there

exist hereditarily indecomposable continua of every dimen
sion.

He observed that if M is an n-dimensional (n E z+)

hereditarily indecomposable continuum, then M contains a
point p such that every non-degenerate subcontinuum contain
ing p is n-dimensional.

Since M also contains one-dimen

sional subcontinua, any non-degenerate, finite-dimensional,
homogeneous, hereditarily indecomposable continuum must be
one-dimensional.
By Bing's work, there exist strongly infinite-dimensional
hereditarily indecomposable continua.

Rubin, Schori, and

Walsh [23] have shown that every strongly infinite-dimen
sional compactum contains an hereditarily strongly infinitedimensional compactum.

Thus there exist hereditarily

strongly infinite-dimensional, hereditarily indecomposable
continua.

It is not known if such a continuum can be homo

geneous.
Question 1.

Does there exist an hereditarily
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indecomposable, homogeneous continuum which is infinite
dimensional?
To date, very little work has been done on higher
dimensional, especially infinite-dimensional, hereditarily
indecomposable continua.

The only obvious restrictions on

homogeneity are those imposed by composant considerations.
For one-dimensional, homogeneous, hereditarily
indecomposable continua some more specific constraints
are known.

J. T. Rogers, Jr.

any separating,

homogeneou~

[22] has recently shown that

plane continuum is decomposable.

His argument does use separation properties of the plane,
and it is not clear how or if it can in general be extended
to show that homogeneous, hereditarily indecomposable curves
are acyclic, or even tree-like.

Question 2.

Is every homogeneous, hereditarily inde

composable curve acyclic?
F.

B~

Tree-like?

Jones [12] has shown that any decomposable,

homogeneous plane continuum has a continuous decomposition
into mutually homeomorphic, homogeneous, non-separating
plane continua.

He has also shown [13] that any non

separating, homogeneous plane continuum is indecomposable,
and he [14] and Charles Hagopian [10] have shwon that any
indecomposable homogeneous plane continuum is hereditarily
indecomposable.

Thus, if there is another homogeneous plane

continuum besides the four known examples, then there is
one which is hereditarily indecomposable and tree-like.
Since Bing [3] has shown that every nondegenerate chainable
homogeneous continuum is a pseudo-arc, any other homogeneous
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plane continuum must be non-chainable.
Question 3.

(Cook)

Does there exist a

non-chainable, homogeneous,

(planar)

(hereditarily indecomposable)

tree-like continuum?
Many of the candidates [4],

[7],

[9] presented for

other examples of homogeneous curves (both planar and non
planar) have the property that every non-degenerate proper
subcontinuum is a pseudo-arc.
tinuum is almost chainable.

This implies that the con
The author has recently shown

[17] that almost chainable, homogeneous continua are
chainable.
This means [6] that if M is a non-chainable, heredi
tarily indecomposable, homogeneous curve then there cannot
be a bound on the number of junction links of one-dimen
sional covers of M of sufficiently small mesh (or, equiva
lently, if M is written as an inverse limit of finite
graphs, there cannot be a bound on the number of vertices
of the graphs of order greater than two).
Thus, any non-chainable, homogeneous, hereditarily
indecomposable curve M must contain many non-chainable
proper subcontinua.

In fact, there must be a continuous

decomposition of M into such subcontinua.

Also, if M

contains any non-degenerate chainable subcontinua then there
is a continuous decomposition of M into maximal pseudoarcs with the decomposition space
indecomposable and homogeneous.

Malso

being hereditarily

If the answer to the next

question is no, then M would contain no chainable subcon
tinua.
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Question 4.

If M is an hereditarily indecomposable

contiuum with a continuous decomposition into pseudo-arcs
such that the decomposition space is a pseudo-arc, must M
itself be a pseudo-arc?
If M is a planar, non-chainable, hereditarily inde
composable, homogeneous continuum, then it would contain
c

=

w
2

0

disjoint mutually homeomorphic non-chainable proper

subcontinua.
c

=

w

2

0

While Tom Ingram [11] has constructed

disjoint, non-chainable, hereditarily indecomposable

tree-like continua in the plane, his continua are not
mutually homeomorphic, and it is not known if there exist
uncountably many disjoint copies of a single such continuum
in the plane.
Question 5.

(Bing [4])

If M is an atriodic tree

like continuum in the plane, does there exist an uncounta
ble collection of mutually exclusive continua in the plane,
each member of which is homeomorphic to M?
The following question is related and is suggested by
known results [19] about the point and the pseudo-arc.
Question 6.

If M is a homogeneous, non-separating

plane continuum, does there exist a continuous collection
of continua, each homeomorphic to M, filling up the plane?
The author earlier showed [18] that the pseudo-arc
admits stable homeomorphisms other than the identity.

While

the question as asked by Bing [5] was initially motivated
by consideration of hereditary indecomposability, the
construction developed by the author used the fact that
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proper subcontinua of the pseudo-arc are homogeneous.
The relation between homogeneity and the existence of
stable homeomorphisms other than the identity has taken
on renewed interest because Judy Phelps [21] has recently
shown that every 2-homogeneous continuum is representable
(implying n-homogeneity for every n, as well as other nice
properties) if it admits a stable homeomorphism other than
the identity.

Neither the author nor Phelps knows of a

homogeneous continuum which does not admit such a homeo
morphism, and she has asked the following question.
Question 7.

(Judy Phelps [21])

Does every non-

degenerate homogeneous continuum admit a stable homeo
morphism other than the identity?
For different reasons, an answer to the above question
would be of interest in the restricted case of continua
which are either 2-homogeneous or hereditarily indecomposa
ble.
Of course, because of composant restrictions, an
indecomposable continuum cannot be 2-homogeneous.

However,

taking composant restrictions into account, the pseudo
arc comes as close to being n-homogeneous for each n as
one could reasonably expect.

G. R. Lehner [16] has shown

that if {x ,x ,---,x } are points of the pseudo-arc all in
2
l
n
different composants then there exists a homeomorphism h
of the pseudo-arc onto itself with h(x i )
1 < i

<

n.

=

Yi for each

One might call this composant-wise strong

n-homogeneity.

(Lehner's results are actually somewhat

stronger than this.)

It is natural to ask whether every
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homogeneous, hereditarily indecomposable continuum has
this property.
Question 8.

Is every homogeneous, hereditarily inde

composable continuum composant-wise strongly n-homogeneous
(in the above sense)?
The question is also of interest if one allows some
of the points to be in the same composant, though then one
cannot always preserve indexing.
In 1955, F. B. Jones [15] asked what effect hereditary
equivalence has on homogeneity.

Though few specific

results along this line are known, work in both areas
suggests a relation between the two properties.

Both the

point and the pseudo-arc are hereditarily equivalent.

The

arc is the only other hereditarily equivalent continuum
known, and Howard Cook [8] has shown that any additional
such continuum must be hereditarily indecomposable and
tree-like.
Question 9.

(F. B. Jones [15])

What effect does

hereditary equivalence have on homogeneity in continua?
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